
ATHOS tyres - Special Campaign   

  

 

1. Generally information 

We need the data from the mileage of your ATHOS tyres. It is not important that the truck only 
drives with ATHOS tyres. It is all right if tyres from other brands are mounted on other axes. 
Within this special campaign you can register four trucks, which all or part of fitted with 
ATHOS tyres. Altogether you need six tyres for taking an active part in this campaign. The 
tyres need to be new by starting.  
 
 

2. Registration/running time 

You are starting by sending back the form, which is attached. Thereupon you get a second 
form for data acquisition. This is personally adapted due to your registration. 
At the moment we have no registration deadline determined. 
If you already started the data acquisition, we can accept your results retroactive by three 
month, as long as they correspond to our requirements.  
The start date determined the rhythm of the acquisition. You need to collect the data one time 
per month, ideally at the same date (Example: 08th of June – 08th of July). The acquisition can 
delay for one week. A previous acquisition is not allowed. 
This special campaign ends after twelve month. Of course you can continue with the data 
acquisition beyond. 
 
 

3. Technical prerequisite 
 
The measurement need to be performed in cold condition, because of falsification of the 
results.  
Furthermore the measurement of the pattern need to control in the amount of the TUV-Logo, 
in the middle of the tyre.  
If there is no groove in the middle of the tyre, please use the next towards outside.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Credit note 
 
If you send us a filled out form consequently about twelve months, you will get a credit note for 
the most favorable tyre from all registered tyres. 
The credit note will reckoned up with your next purchase.  
The value of the tyre comply with the day of the registration. 



               Firma/Company :                          Kontakt / Contact :

               Adresse/Adress :                          Telefon / Phone:

                         Mail:
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Datum Unterschrift

1 km Stand u. Verbrauch km Stand und Durchschnittsverbrauch
in Liter/100km laut Fahrtcomputer

1 Mileage a. consumption Mileage and average fuel consumption
in Liter/100km from on‐board vehicle computer

2 PT/TD Restprofiltiefe im mm / Demand tread depth in mm
3 RD/TP Reifenluftdruck / Trye inflation Pressure

1. Fahrzeug/
1th vehicle

4. Fahrzeug/
4th vehicle

3. Fahrzeug/
3th vehicle

2. Fahrzeug/
2th vehicle

Datenblatt Laufleistung / Data mileage
Kontrolle alle 4 Wochen - Messung in kaltem Zustand / Control every 4 weeks – measurement in cold condition
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2. Achse RECHTS/
2nd Axle RIGHT

3. Achse LINKS/
3rd Axle LEFT

3. Achse RECHTS/
3rd Axle RIGHT

1. Achse LINKS/
1st Axle LEFT

Km Stand u. Verbrauch1/
Mileage a.consumption1

1. Achse RECHTS/
1st Axle RIGHT

2. Achse LINKS/
2nd Axle LEFT


